
@elizpampalone 

Elizabeth Pampalone began her journey into the web design 

world over 18 years ago. In 2007, She started her first 

company, The Jax Computer Chic. Elizabeth made it her 

goal to be one of the most recognizable names in 

Jacksonville, FL. In 2014, she was named “Queen of 

Jacksonville Networking” by the Jacksonville Business 

Journal. During this time, She led 13 meet-up groups per 

month for almost 2 years. Her volunteering with SCORE and 

OLLI has allowed her to stay connected to the small 

business community. She is a frequently requested guest 

lecturer at the Coggin College of Business (UNF) and a 

regular speaker at the Small Business Development Center. 

 

317 172 38 2933

More about my audiences... 

GENDER: 
 
AGE: 
 
LOCATION: 
 
CAREER: 
 

Women 

 

30-55 

 

USA 

 

Entrepreneurs/self-employed 

/direct sales 

 

 

Speaking is... 
a way to communicate to a vast 
audience the importance, validity or 
relevance of  a topic. Not everything 

about owning a business is sexy, but 
I hope I can make it fun and simplify 

the overtly complicate world of 
marketing and business for you and 

your attendees. When I speak, I like 

people to walk away with action 

steps, not just a nice speech. 

www.ElizabethPampalone.com
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FAVORITE TOPICS

Branding
Client Experience
Marketing
Pricing
Sales
Systems and Automation

Elizabeth Pampalone 
Elizabeth@Pampalone.me 

Jacksonville, Florida 32257 

904-738-0471

Working Smarter, Not Harder
Teams
Time Balance
Creating a Lifestyle Business (Aka Work/Life Balance)

Fun Facts 
   Owns two jeweled tiaras

   Has a Chocolate Milk Addiction

   Loves going to Estate Sales

   Was homeschooled from grades K-12
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Marv Conn Elizabeth is a dynamic speaker who always engages the audience in a way 

 that they can relate to.  With ever topic, that I have seen her present,  she has 

done a good job of explaining the details and intricacies of  the subject that 
makes it fun and interesting to learn new topics or  expand on what I already 

know.  She always injects humor into her  presentations and that makes them 

fun for me to watch. 
 

LET'S CONNECT!
For  more information and to discuss speaker opportunities, please contact 

Elizabeth@Pampalone.com

Testimonials

Camen 
Simkanich

I very much enjoyed your presentation.  The networking perspective you 

 give that I like is the focus on “what can I do for you” instead of  “what can I 
sell you”. As you said, if they had a broader vision, they  would understand 

that all these folks each work with and know lot of  people. 
 

Phyllis Ray I love the non traditional method of your talk. It was customer friendly and full 
of humor and good information!

PREVIOUS SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

SBDC - Various Classes on Small Business Topics

SCORE - Various Classes for Startups

WordCamp Jacksonville - Pricing and Business Structure

Creative Brand Summit - Hiring your Team

Creative Launch Summit - Social Media In A Day

Jacksonville Public Library - The Power of Networking

Various Women's Networking Groups - Branding and Client Experience


